
Smokers: Quit App



My Role: Assess the existing in-market 

MyQuit app and identify opportunities for 

incorporating behavior support principles 

Collaborative ninjas:

-  Ken Fabianovicz (strategy)

-  Jennifer Holman (copy)

Project: Mobile Application 

Timeline: February 2016-2017

Summary: Using ACT and BJ Fogg 

behavior models, we created an app 

that offers personalized support based 

on a users’ tracked behaviors.

“We’ll apply behavioral science...”“We’ll apply behavioral science...”



From the makers of a leading smoking-cessation product, this iPhone app

lets smokers log cravings, rate craving intensities, and get tips and articles

to help with cessation.

Goals of the UX/UI revamp:

•  Differentiation against competitors

•  Personalize support during quit journey

•  Connect client’s nicotine replacement therapy product to the app

• Simplify core action of tracking a craving

•  Personalize internal and external messaging based on user’s profile



The functionality was there, 
but there was no real 

“make me quit smoking”  
support.

Enhancing user experience to triage users into a profile that will 

inform messaging based on identified/validated motivations

Improving a users ability to accurately track cravings, cigarettes 

smoked and slip-ups in order to improve data collection to drive 

real-time support 

Develop relevant messaging that maintains and boosts a users 

motivation for using the app 

“make me quit smoking”  

BEHAVIOR HAPPENS WHEN: 

B = M A T 



Building the
user personas
In order to personalize the messages, we needed have
a better understanding of the type of smoker we were 
dealing with.

We identified 4 core smoker personas: the 
habitual smoker, the social smoker, the 
reluctant smoker, and the stress smoker.

From here, we asked a few additional questions to help 
us build their overall profile. One of the key new 
ingredients: what is your trigger? We came to the 
conclusion that a location that someone smokes is not 
relevant - but what caused them to smoke is something 
we can not only track, but we can directly message.



The core action of tracking took 6 steps to input data. If we 
want the user to build a habit of tracking, we need to make 
sure it is easy and quick to complete. 

With ergonomics in mind, we changed the tracking process 
to be 2 quick thumb gestures - one to instigate the tracking 
menu, another to add the detail.

Simplify the
core actions

APP LOGO TRACKING: CRAVING

Once the user selects what type of action they 
want to submit (craving, slip-up, dose) they are 
presented with an optional secondary screen. Here 
we can gather a bit more information about what 
they are experiencing. 

ACTIONS:
slide bar to indicate intensity of craving
go to my chart view
go to help center
cancel, go back to dashboard
submit, go back to dashboard

CRAVING
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Personalize
the experience
& the support
We know the smoker type, we know what 
time of day they are most vulnerable, we 
know what triggers them to crave and 
smoke. Send in the support. 

Using this data, lets define the types of 
messages we need to keep this user on 
track. Are they strategy messages to get 
through a craving? Or a motivational 
push notification delivered right before 
your typical craving time?

Now go explain how this works to the 
client :) 
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Create client facing 
diagram that shows how 
messages would be sent 
based on user action.

• External notifications
   (alerts/reminders)
• In-app craving responses
• In-app slip-up responses
• Help request responses
• Progress messages

how?
when?

in what format?
at what iteration?

what time of day?
what kind of message?



One of my favorite accomplishments in this project 
was creating a visual representation of how the app 
would deliver the behavioral support.

.



Things I Learned
It’s important to stay grounded in the core functionality of 
the app and make sure that what we add still supports 
the original mission.

Whatever your app’s core function is - make sure it’s easy 
to use and bad ass

All in all this was probably one of my most 
challenging projects; not because of setup 
of the companies involved, or the 
complexity of the messaging or the amount 
of documentation that needed to be 
created. It was challenging because it was 
important to someone. Someone out there 
wants to quit smoking. Perhaps they will 
find this app. We really only get one chance 
to make the right impression. But even 
greater, we have a chance to help someone 
make a change in their life that will help 
them live longer. That’s a challenge I enjoy. 




